CINEMATOGRAPHIC CHRIST FIGURES

1. Definition of movie Christ-figures

In the history of Christianity, Jesus has been iconographically represented in different forms and styles. The same happens with his representation in films, where the figure of Jesus has been present since the beginning of the cinema, offering a modern interpretation of the meaning and value of the figure of Jesus Christ for people nowadays.

Besides the performances of ‘Jesus of the Gospels’, which until now has been filmed in more than a hundred and fifteen films, less or more successfully (films like *The Greatest Story Ever Told* by George Stevens, or *Jesus of Nazareth* by Franco Zeffirelli, or *The Passion of Christ* by Mel Gibson), there are also films that use a different approach to retell the event ‘Jesus Christ’, the more metaphorical one: the so-called *Christ figures films*. The figures of the saviors, redeemers, liberators and martyrs who transform the lives of people around them, are present in the movies, but more and more ‘disguised’ in these secular protagonists, distant, at first glance, from the specifically religious context. Many scholars have identified Christ figures in the films of various genres from westerns and dramas to science fiction and action movies.

In short, what is a Christ-figure in the film? This is the central figure of a story that reproduces the dynamics of the history and mission of Jesus Christ. The plot of these films is parallel to the story of the life, death and resurrection of Jesus, where the characters experience what Christ experienced in his life, living the story of justice, love, freedom and sacrifice for others. It is about the protagonists that at first sight are ordinary people, they do not bring the personal name of Jesus, but with a careful analysis we can identify many parallels with the life story of Jesus Christ as depicted in the New Testament. Christ figure films are those works in which:

"the Christ-event, or some of its elements, is drawn over or behind the events narrated in the story. The narrative of the film has its own meaning, which increases in moral and spiritual strength at the moment that we recognize and appreciate the Christ event that it reflects. In a sense, the film develops on two parallel levels: the literal and the metaphorical one, and the deeper
meaning of the film recognizes the dynamic interplay between these two levels, between two narratives."

Actually, the text and the subtext of a story are not two separate entities, but rather seem like two concentric circles. It is the subtext that is sacred and could hide an "anonymous religiosity." Thus, Ronald Holloway will claim that a Christ figure "in allegory follows the main thread of the Christ story, while disguising it through narrative and relying on the viewer to provide the necessary continuity. The figure is strong enough to exist by itself, but points to a meaning far beyond this existence for its ultimate truth."

The Christ-figure is neither Jesus nor Christ, but rather a shadow, his mere reflection. As being fully human, Christ figure is subject to limits of any human being; it may be weak and uncertain, and a sinner as well. With this type of film characters, cinematographic art confirms "continuing ability of the biblical texts to do a 'great code' of our culture, despite the — probably increasing — difficulty for audience to immediately activate richness of references to the Gospel." Christ and the Christ-figure shed light on each other; there is a reciprocal relationship between two of them because "on the one hand, the reference to Christ shines upon the situation of the Christ figure and gives depth to the meaning of his actions, and on the other, the person and the situation of the Christ figure may lead to a new interpretation or a different understanding of identity or the nature of Christ.""

The American scholar Robert Detweiler indicates four different levels, or four different ways, of Jesus Christ's representation in the cinema. On the first level, Jesus, as a central figure of a story, functions as a mere sign, present in simple movies of Christian catechesis or Christian propaganda (e.g., Nazarin, 1958, dir. Luis Buñuel). At the second level, the Christ figure would be represented rather as a myth, a cultural significance, without including elements of faith or historical truths related to Jesus Christ. The examples par excellence would be the Superman movies, or some movies that have some visual metaphors and allusions to Christ.

At the third level, a Christ figure becomes a symbol, which focuses on the primary meaning that Christ has for the Christian faith; the protagonist is a redeemer and/or the savior of a modern community (The Winter Lights, 1963, dir. Ingmar Bergman or Shane, 1953, dir. George Stevens). On the fourth level, the Christ figure is the central figure of a story that in all its parts reflects the story of Jesus Christ, becoming a metaphor or extended allegory (e.g., Au hasard, Balthazar [1966] Bresson, Babette's Feast [1987] by Gabriel Axel, Bagdad Café [Out of Rosenheim, 1987] by Percy Adlon, Jesus of Montreal [1989] by Denys Arcand, etc.). We could speak about an authentic Christ figure when the protagonist of a film functions on this fourth level where "the significant, substantial resemblance to Jesus is essential," in terms both of the character, or the dynamics of his history.

Theologian Adele Reinhartz argues that Christ figures can be identified through some particular actions of the protagonist that bend him to Jesus, such as a symbolic crucifixion (e.g., Pleasantville [1998] by Gary Ross), walking on water (The Truman Show [1998] by Peter Weir), or the necklace with a cross (Nell [1994] by Michael Apted). Also, any film which would have the redemption as its main theme, would somehow have a Christological meaning. The arising question is whether every movie with a hero who redeems and sets free, or which incorporates in its story some Christian symbolism (which actually includes many, if not all of recent Hollywood movies!), can be defined as a Christ figure film? According to Peter Malone's statement about Christ figures, namely, that it is any fictional character that, symbolically and allegorically, resembles Jesus Christ in a significant and substantial way, the assertions of Reinhartz seem rather trivial.

The metaphorical representation of Jesus Christ passes through over a century old history of the cinema and can be found in all movie genres. Christ figures may be embodied in different characters within a movie: man, woman, children, saints, martyrs, nuns or priests. Christ figure may also occur in the guise of a criminal, an alcoholic, an outlawed, a clown, or even a donkey (as it happens in Au hasard, Balthazar in which "the submission of the innocent dumb to the most atrocious
cruelty recalls the suffering servant of Isaiah\textsuperscript{13}). Often film critics of this subgenre mention *Intolerance*, directed by David W. Griffith in 1916, as the first example of a Christ figure film in cinematography. In “modern episode” the film narrates a terrible act of injustice against an innocent man, The Boy, in parallel editing with the incident of intolerance that Jesus was suffering in His Passion. Among other Christ figure films that are most often mentioned in the literature of the subject, we can find, for example, the science fiction film *The Day the Earth Stood Still* (1951) directed by Robert Wise, the western *Shane* (1953) by George Stevens, the Robert Bresson’s art film *Au hasard, Balthazar* (1966), the prison film *Cool Hand Luke* (1967) by Stuart Rosenberg, the Oliver Stone’s war movie *Platoon* (1986), or a recent SF film *The Chronicles of Narnia* (2005) by Andrew Adamson. Oftentimes, the protagonists of action and science fiction movies - like *Superman* (1978) directed by Richard Donner, *Pale Rider* (1985) by Clint Eastwood, *Rambo* (1985) by George Cosmatos, *Terminator 1/2* (1984/1991) by James Cameron, *Twelve Monkeys* (1996) by Terry Gilliam, *The Matrix* (1999) by Andy and Larry Wachowski - are selected as some typical Christ figures,\textsuperscript{14} but whose authenticity is put in question due to their massive use of violence.\textsuperscript{15}

Peter Malone, for example, points out that Christ figure in a film may take the form of a redeemer or a savior,\textsuperscript{16} while Christopher Deacy observes that Christ figure is “the agent of redemption”.\textsuperscript{17} The Old Testament underwent a series of redemptive figures, who suffer and die giving their lives for others. One of the brightest examples is the ‘Song of the Suffering Servant’ of prophet Isaiah (cf. Is 53:5). The Passion of the Christ, as described in the Gospels, was very similar to the song of the suffering servant. However, this does not mean that every character who suffers or dies is consequently a redemptive Christ figure. The similarity must be significant and essential. The redemptive figure is a victim of sin and its consequences; he or she is “an innocent victim for whose suffering we are responsible and through whose suffering we are redeemed.”\textsuperscript{18} The Christ figure, through the suffering, condemns evil and sin and reconciles people; it becomes the means of redemption for others. Innocent suffering is one of the most obvious features of the
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disappears. In *Black Jesus* (1968) by Valerio Zurlini, Christ is hidden within an African leader of the resistance movement, who eventually is killed, manifesting some explicit references to the Passion of Christ. Because of their great dramatical flexibility, the Christ figures may appear in less conceived places, as for example in the body of the nineteen-year-old postman Tomek in *Short film about love* (1988) by Krzysztof Kieslowski.

We can include many heroes of action movies in this first category of Christ figures. As proof of this statement Kozlovic cites the Christological imagery present in an apocalyptic movie *Cyborg* (1989) by Albert Pyun, where Gibson Rickenbacker would represent the Christ-Figure. The actor Jean-Claude Van Damme describes his character in the following way: "I play the messenger of the future, almost God-like, and I'm here to help cure a plague on Earth... Rickenbacker's not really a superhero, he's just a person like you or I. But halfway through the story, the guy's almost physically dead, and when he comes back to save the world, he realizes he's the 'chosen one.'" Kozlovic also pointed out allusions to the crucifixion of this “muscular Christ”, stating that “the poses of the crucifixion are the signature of the divine and are also really loved by Hollywood screenwriters.” Many protagonists of action movies today are identified as Christ figures to the point that it may seem that Arnold Schwarzenegger, Keanu Reeves, Bruce Willis, Sylvester Stallone, have become the new ‘macho' Messiah who saves the world only because of their strength and muscles.

According to Humphries-Brooks, the male Christ figures in Westerns, like *Shane or Pale Rider*, would represent the embodiment of heroic America, which plays the role of both Messiah who brings peace, and the messianic role of an executioner. *In Shane*, for example, the Christ of America carries the weapons, and that is how the true figure of Christ is replaced by a hero with a gun, becoming such a new equivalent of Christ executioner.

But there are also some more realistic and significant male Christ figures that have marked this film genre like Daniel Coulombe in Denys Arcand's film *Jesus of Montreal* (1989), John Coffey in Frank Darabont's *The Green Mile* (1999), II Professore in Ermanno Olmi's *Centochiodi* (2007), father Michael Logan in Alfred Hitchcock's *I confess* (1953), etc.

---
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death, has risen and ascended to ‘heaven’. He brings the message of unconditional love, which was also proclaimed by Christ crucified. The ontological difference between E.T. and Christ is that Christ became fully one of us, a fully human being, while E.T. remains an extraterrestrial figure.

A science fiction film, defined as an allegory for the world’s redemption accomplished by Jesus Christ, “so chock full of obvious Christian symbolism you could choke on it,” is considered the Matrix trilogy. But Baugh will underline that “young Catholics and even students of theology, argued that these three films [...] depict with clarity, consistency, updated and dramatic style, and entirely convincing effect, both the essential structure of the Christian story of salvation that many precise details of this story”. The Christological references are not superficial elements in the trilogy, constituting the fundamental issue of the film narrative. The protagonist Neo, aka Thomas Anderson, is often defined as a typical Christ figure: he is ‘the chosen one’, ‘the anointed one’, ‘The One’. Like Jesus, Neo is the Messiah, who ultimately is killed and then resurrected as a ‘divine’ creature. He is actually ‘raised’ by the Trinity, which is a metaphor of God, but in the female form. The Matrix trilogy is also full of Buddhist and Gnostic symbols, and that is why Baugh concludes that Neo is actually “a Gnostic Christ”.

What contradicts the Buddhist, Christian or Gnostic doctrine, is the use of violence in the name of salvation of the nation. The ‘American Christ’ in Matrix induces sadism and never ends with the cycle of violence, which is why it is hard to accept the film as an allegory of the Christ.

On the other hand, some scholars state that Spiderman (2002) by Sam Raimi is “the most Spiritual of all super heroes and this movie adaptation helps prove it,

what is even clearer is that his Spirituality is rooted in Christianity, while David Bruce writes that “Spiderman in many ways is a retelling of the story of Superman which is a telling of the life of Jesus Christ.” Kozlovic, even though has recognized some parallels between Spiderman and life of Jesus Christ, however, asserts that it is not “a legitimate Christ-figure”. While Spiderman needs an external cause to become a superhero, another ‘Christ-Figure’ of pop culture, Superman, does not need it: he was born as a ‘super’ because he is not a human being.

Here arises a question and a theological reflection: When Jesus was born, he was “the Word became flesh,” he had supernatural powers, he could control the forces of nature, was raising the dead, he drove out demons, turned water into wine. Can Jesus Christ be considered an alien dropped onto our planet, in the same way in which it is, for example, Superman, who “drops” to save, and then goes back? Many analysts of pop culture due to these parallels have made the connection between Jesus and Superman, from Godspell, where Jesus wears a T-shirt with the S of Superman, to the Superman movie where Marlon Brando, Jor-El, the father of Kal-El, sent his only begotten son to save the earth: “Even though you’ve been raised as a human, you are not one of them. You have great powers, only some of which you have as yet discovered. Always hold in your heart the pride of your special heritage. They can be a great people, Kal-El, they wish to be. They only lack the light to show the way. For this reason above all, their capacity for good, I have sent them you... my only son.” The popular culture has transformed Superman into a Christ figure, into a messianic symbol, but is it a valid portrait?

Catholic theologian Susie Paulik Babka reflects on the notion of an alien savior, and in this regard stresses that if the Savior is an alien, then he does not bring human beings to the fullness of intimacy with God. An alien savior reinforces the human alienation from God, the same way as he makes God distant from human beings. If the humanity of Christ is fundamentally different from our humanity, if he can do things that no other human being is capable of doing (like healing or raising from death), then Christ is not fully human. If Jesus has a gift of healing because it is in the human nature to do healings, and if Jesus is sinless, it means that the ability not to sin lies in human nature. Christ’s power to heal or to sin-
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less, is part of his humanity related to God, and represents the potential present in all human beings:

Any Christology that cannot admit the unique fullness of divine being in Jesus, or any Christology that sees Jesus' humanity as substantially different from our own humanity (whether in ability, knowledge, freedom, or in degree of suffering), that views Jesus as without sexuality, or as manipulating the forces of nature, considers Jesus a "third thing." Christological affirmation of Jesus' super-human humanity make him an alien dropped into our environment for the purpose of intervening in the lives of a few to save them from evil. (...) The value of the Christian affirmation of the incarnation is precisely that God the Son becomes what is authentically human, not the appearance or veneer of humanity.

This means that every time we construct a Christology of the 'tertium quid', we create a reality of mediating which intercedes for the salvation, it manifests even in angels and super heroes or 'super' saints, something that is based on spectacular and supernatural to convince us that God, who transcends us, cares about us. This is the persistence to see Christ neither as fully divine nor as fully human. The value of the humanity of God, as well as its power, are thus underestimated. Superman, while focused on justice and human suffering, can act for the salvation of the world not as an outsider, but as one of the world. This limits the effectiveness of his ethics activity because his actions are impossible to imitate: the interpretations and implementations of justice cannot be done by any other than Superman himself. For these reasons, David J. Graham argues that neither Superman nor E.T., just like many other fiction characters, are in any way 'Christlike', because they are not 'one of us', even if they show love, die and rise again. Perhaps a better term to use for these supersavers and superredeemers of the popular culture is that of 'messianic figure'.

Can super heroes and supersaviors of comics, science fiction movies, or television dramas, who save the world with physical force and use of violence, be appropriate and authentic Christ figures, as claimed by some scholars? Can we talk about abuse of the 'Christ figures' in the popular culture? Lloyd Baugh expresses great urgency to undertake a serious study of the movie superheroes, frequently described as

23. Female Christ figures

Since the Christ figures should resemble and reflect the behavioral characteristics and the parallels to the life of historical Jesus Christ, the female protagonists, on a par with those of men, are able to be valid representatives and authentic representations of Christ figures in the cinema. Nevertheless, their presence in films is quite poor. For example, the online dictionary Wikipedia (although not considered the primary and reliable source), under the item 'Christ figures' cites only movies and novels with male protagonists.


The author of this article considers that among listed female characters, the most authentic Christ figures are present in The Passion of Joan of Arc, Bagdad Café, Babette's Feast and Chocolat. Amongst those figures, Joan of Arc is the only woman who gives her life as a strong Christological marker, to save others while remaining true to her values and the truth. She, thus, becomes a redeemer figure, a victim of sin and its consequences, and though we are responsible for her suffering, we are redeemed through her death. In suffering, she condemns evil and sin, becoming the means of redemption for others.

Jasmin and Vianne do not suffer a physical death. Rather, they are part of a Christ figure: those that transform the lives of others and guide them toward the hope of a new and better world. The two of them bring freedom, joy, fulfillment


and peace in their communities. They have arrived in the community in need of salvation, coming from far away and being in a certain way refugees from situations of extreme hardship.

It should be noted that some of the most famous female Christ figures - Joan, Vianne and even Bess - are placed in an explicitly religious context, both Catholic and Protestant, where the true Christian values have been forgotten, where you live a bigoted, superficial, formal religiousness with patriarchal tendencies, far from the concrete person and real love. The female Christ figures arrive in a community where values are upside down and with a general annoyance, to criticize and to redeem it and to indicate the right way to go to safety, although they are often perceived by other characters in the film as a stumbling stone because they are outside of the patriarchal system.

Furthermore, the female Christ figures in the listed films are strong women, nonconformist, aware of themselves and their mission. They go against the main current, and although they serve others, they are not presented as 'slaves' of the needs and constraints of patriarchal culture, but of free choice. They demonstrate a high degree of autonomy, bring hope, salvation and redemption to the oppressed, especially to other women.

The authentic Christic figures in the three analyzed films use their own capabilities and means to bring out the best in people who are close to them, without destroying themselves. These are women who are able to set limits, to make choices based on freedom and love, unlike Bess that would distort the message of Christ on liberation and love: she symbolizes the stereotypical understanding of the woman, who finds the meaning of life in fulfillment of the desires of others despite the consequences.

The authentic Christ figures have the courage to oppose the patriarchal system peacefully, without resorting to violence, just as Christ was doing. The suffering, the via crucis for female Christ figures often derives from non obedience to patriarchal rules and loyalty to themselves. David Fillingim, in this regard, states that “Female Christ-figures who embody prophetic critique of and liberation from patriarchal structures of domination suggest that Christian history, with its tradition of male dominance and female submission, is radically discontinuous with the life and values of Christianity’s alleged founder.”

In some dimensions the female Christ figures follow the road into the dominant representation of women in film, where in other respects they exceed the mainstream of Hollywood. Joan of Arc, for example, is part of the classical category of ‘holy

virgin’, who because of her disobedience to the patriarchal system and for breaking of religious and social rules, is punished by losing her own life. She is a victim of the patriarchal system, the same one she surpasses; spiritually stronger, more divine, more perfect than the environment that surrounds her. Nevertheless, even in this film there is a tendency to exalt the femininity only if it is tied to virginity.

In Jasmin and Vianne, there is a slightly different trend. In general, these two characters do not enter into the classical dichotomy Mary/Eve, virgin/whore. They are women, whose characterization is not expressed primarily through motherhood or virginity. They are unmarried, have confidence in themselves, are independent, without fear of breaking religious and socio-cultural rules, they are carriers of redemption. Jasmin left the oppressive and violent husband, and finally decides to live an independent life in a remote place in the middle of nowhere, Vianne is a single mother who lives as an artist (a chocolate maker). All the analyzed characters find their fulfillment by serving others, their autonomy and self-determination are not only a function of themselves, something that highlights the religious and Christological dimension of these films. The role of leadership, usually permitted only to male leads, somehow is attributed to Vianne, she defies the laws and customary practices, ultimately leads to redemption, peace and reconciliation among the inhabitants of the city. The director in that film, even though a man, strongly criticizes the patriarchal and androcentric culture.

The authentic female Christ figures are a powerful image for women today because they can see a woman able to set limits, make choices and to cross the barriers of power in society based also on gender. The Christ figures in the movies we have mentioned embody the image of God who gave himself entirely to women, and that is why they are called to participate in the full humanity and to represent the One who has come to reveal the full, successful mankind as a Community of men and women as equal.

Conclusion

Besides different representations of historical Jesus within films, there is another valid approach to the person of Jesus Christ in the Seventh Art, which scholars have named “Christ figure films”. A Christ figure can be represented in many ways and in many forms; it is not necessary that a Christ figure should be incorporated in a thirty-year-old white male character to be Christologically significant. Thus, in this article we saw that a Christ figure can be hidden in a female, alien or even animal figure, though some representations do not satisfy the criteria for an authentic


Christ figure, like superheroes that use violence in their mission to liberate and redeem. The problem with this filmic subgenre is that there is still no agreement among all scholars to accept specific and unique criteria and definitions of what actually a Christ figure consists in, what his unique characteristics are, which would certainly help to better identify such figures within films. It is interesting to notice that some of the female Christ figures resemble the Gospel story of Jesus Christ more than male figures do (e.g., Babette in *Babette’s Feast* or Jasmin in *Bagdad Café*). Further exploration of this argument is necessary and urgent because movie Christs are significant both for film and for studies in religion.